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LHC machine



  



  

➢Protons arrived in the LHC, traveled at 0.9999978280.999997828 times the speed of light.

➢Between each consecutive bunch there are 7.5 m7.5 m

➢ time between bunches = 7.5/3*108

➢Bunch spacing = 2.52.5**1010-8-8 s s

➢The effective number of bunches is 28082808

➢ 11245 11245 ** 2808 ~ 32 millions crosses/s 2808 ~ 32 millions crosses/s , the "average crossing rate"

➢ 20 20 ** 32 millions crosses/s 32 millions crosses/s  ~  600 millions collision/s

➢Probability ≈ (dproton)
2/(σ2)  Probability ≈⇒  (10 (10-15-15))22/(16/(16**1010-6-6))22 ≈ 4  ≈ 4 **1010-21-21

➢ (4(4**1010-21-21) ) ** ( 1.15 ( 1.15**10101111))22       ~ ⇒ 50 interactions50 interactions every crossing

LHC Facts:LHC Facts:



  

LHC Road mapLHC Road map
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Should we read everything?Should we read everything?
● A typical collision is “boring”

● The final rate  dominated  by  not interesting 
physics

 
➢  Efficiently identify the rare processes from the overwhelming background before 

 reading out  & storing the whole event 
➢   Note: this is just the production rate, actual detection is more rare!Note: this is just the production rate, actual detection is more rare!
   

GHz

MHz

mHz
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TDAQ Systems at the LHC 

A story about how they were designed originally and how they are evolving…



  

The data deluge The data deluge 

In many systems and experiments, storing all possibly the relevant data provided 
by sensors are unrealistic.

ThreeThree approaches are possible:

-reduce amount of data
  
-Faster data transmission and processing

-both

                                         triggertrigger



What do we need to read out a detector (successfully)?What do we need to read out a detector (successfully)?

A selection mechanism (“trigger”)(“trigger”)

Electronic readout of the sensors of the detectors (“front-end electronics”) (“front-end electronics”) 

A system to keep all those things in sync (“clock”)(“clock”)

A system to collect the selected data (“DAQ”)(“DAQ”)

A Control SystemControl System to configure, control and monitor the entire DAQ

Time, money, studentsTime, money, students (lots of them)



Wikipedia:Wikipedia: 
“A trigger is a system that uses simple criteria to rapidly decide which 
events in a particle detector to keep when only a small fraction of the 
total can be recorded. “

Simple

Fast decision

Low dead time

Flexibility

What is a trigger?What is a trigger?



Events asynchronous and unpredictable

E.g.: beta decay studies

Let's assume for example a process rate f = 1 kHz, i.e. 
 λ= 1 ms and τ = 1 ms

A physics trigger is needed.
delay compensate for trigger latency

Discriminator: generate an output signal only if amplitude of
 input pulse is grater than a certain threshold

Basic DAQ: “real” triggerBasic DAQ: “real” trigger



Input frequency v.s. output frequencyInput frequency v.s. output frequency





Jungle of experimental toolsJungle of experimental tools



In any case:



Multi- level triggersMulti- level triggers
➔ Adopted in large experiments
➔ Successively more complex decisions are made on Successively lower data rates

 - watch out for high transverse momentum electrons, jets or muons
➔ First level with short latency, working at higher rates
➔ Higher levels apply further rejection, with longer latency(complexes algorithms)  

Efficiency for the desired physics 
must be kept high at all levels, as
 rejected events are lost for ever



ISOTDAQ2016, Weizmann, 29/1
/'16

K. Kordas - Pattern Recognition w/ Assoc
iative Memories & FPGAs- FTK

19
Trigger & DAQ : Select events and get the data from the detector to the 
computing center for the first processing. 

L1: hardware
{2.5μs, 100 kHz}

High Level Triggers: PC farms
~0.2s, ~1 kHz

Permanent 
storage

C

Trigger at 2 stages:Trigger at 2 stages:  
Level1Level1 (L1: fast, no detailed info, Hardwired trigger system, Constant latency 

buffers in the front-ends)
 & 

High Level TriggerHigh Level Trigger (HLT: slower, using detailed info) 



Challenges for the L1 at LHCChallenges for the L1 at LHC
 N (channels) ~ O(107); ≈20 interactions every 25 ns

– need huge number of connections

Detector signal/time of flight can be > 25 ns
– integrate more than one bunch crossing's worth of information
– need to identify bunch crossing…
Need to synchronize detector elements to (better than) 25 ns

-  All channels are doing the same “thing” at the same time

 - Synchronous to a global clock (bunch crossing clock)

But: 
Particle TOF >> 25ns 

(25 ns ≈ 7.5m)
Cable delay >> 25ns ( vsignal ≈ 1/3 c )
Electronic delays



Plus:

Trigger decision

Bunch cross ID

Distributing Synchronous Signals @ the LHCDistributing Synchronous Signals @ the LHC

● An event is a snapshot of the values of all 
detector front-end electronics elements, which 
have their value caused by the same collision 

● A common clock signal must be provided to all 
detector elements

– Since c is constant, the detectors are large and the 
electronics are fast, the detector elements must be 
carefully time-aligned

● Common system for all LHC experiments TTC based 
on radiation-hard opto-electronics

   Data corresponding to the same bunch crossing 

   must be processed together.

Need to:
   Synchronize signals with programmable delays.

   Provide tools to perform synchronization



Distributing the L1 TriggerDistributing the L1 Trigger
Global 
Trigger 

Accept/Reject LV-1

Front-End Digitizer

Local level-1 trigger
Primitive e, g, jets, µ

Pipeline delay 
( ≈ 3 µs)

≈ 2-3 µs 
latency 

loop

Trigger
Primitive 

Generator

L1 trigger 
latencies

ALICE No 
pipeline

ATLAS 2.5 us

CMS 3 us

LHCb 4 us

Assuming that a magic box tells 
for each bunch crossing (clock-
tick)  yes or noyes or no

This decision has to be brought 
for each crossing to all the 
detector front-end electronics ront-end electronics 
elementselements so that they can send 
of their data or discard it

LHC use the same Timing and Timing and 
Trigger ControlTrigger Control (TTC) system 
as for the clock distribution
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Use prompt data (calorimetry 
and muons) to identify:  
High pt electron, muon, jets,  
missing ET

CALORIMETERs 
Cluster finding and energy 
deposition evaluation

MUON System 
Segment and track finding

 

New data every 25 ns  
Decision latency ~ µs

The more you know about the events, the easiest you select the “signal” and reject the 
“background”

When there is limited time budget (L1 trigger): decide based only on the muon and calorimeter 
systems

 



Trigger & DAQTrigger & DAQ

➔  Trigger
 Either selects interesting events or rejects 
 boring ones, in real time i.e. with minimal 
 controlled latency time it takes to form and
 distribute its decision

➔DAQ
   gathers data produced by detectors: ReadoutReadout
   Possibly feeds several trigger levels: HLTHLT
   Forms complete events: Event BuildingEvent Building
   Stores event data: Data LoggingData Logging
   Provides Run Control, Configuration and      Run Control, Configuration and      
MonitoringMonitoring
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Physics and top quark sector



  

    In which direction an analyzer should be motivated?In which direction an analyzer should be motivated?

Try to get knowledge in both directions as much as possibleTry to get knowledge in both directions as much as possible

Experiment Experiment 
Soft- or hardwareSoft- or hardware

Phenomenology or theoryPhenomenology or theory



  

Real DataReal Data MC simulationMC simulation

What is signal?What is signal?

What is background?What is background?

Object selectionObject selection

Event selectionEvent selection

Bkg estimationBkg estimation

Event reconstructionEvent reconstruction

Fitting methodsFitting methods
uncertaintiesuncertainties Closure testsClosure tests

Truth level informationTruth level information

Analysis strategyAnalysis strategy

Control plotsControl plotsSignal regionSignal region

Control regionControl region

MotivationMotivation

Signal efficiencySignal efficiency



  

What we need to make data based analysisWhat we need to make data based analysis

MC simulationMC simulation

Real dataReal data



  

Unfolding & Data 
Correction: Test and 
evaluate  

• MC Event 
Generator

Particle Four-
Vectors

Particle Four-
Vectors

• Detector & 
Trigger 
Simulation

Digitized 
Readout
Digitized 
Readout • Event 

Reconstruction

Data for 
Analysis
Data for 
Analysis

SimulationSimulation and Experimentand Experiment



  

Simulation and Simulation and ExperimentExperiment

Unfolding & Data 
Correction: Make the 
measurement!  

• Collider!

ParticlesParticles

• Detector & 
Trigger

Digitized 
Readout
Digitized 
Readout • Event 

Reconstruction

Data for 
Analysis
Data for 
Analysis





  

An event consists of many different physics steps, which have to be An event consists of many different physics steps, which have to be 
modeled by event generators.modeled by event generators.



  

What happened for real data?What happened for real data?

➔  The L parameter is machine luminosity per bunch crossing, L  n∼ 1.n2 /A and σ  σ∼ tot ≈ 100 
mb.

➔  Current LHC machine conditions  n  10−20.⇒ ∼

Pileup introduces no new physics and  keep in mind concept of bunches of hadrons leading 
to multiple collisions.



  

http://www.lhc-closer.es/taking_a_closer_look_at_lhc/0.lhc_p_collisionshttp://www.lhc-closer.es/taking_a_closer_look_at_lhc/0.lhc_p_collisions



Analysis techniquesAnalysis techniques

-An often faced problem is to predict the answer to a question based on different input variables
- Two different problems:

Classification
■ Predict only a binary response
  Do I need an umbrella today? Yes/No
  What is the measured data?   Signal/Background

Regression
■ Predict an exact value as an answer
● What will be the temperature tomorrow? -19 °C, 7 °C, 38 °C, ...
This session will only cover the classification problem



A linear boundary? A nonlinear one?

  Event ClassificationEvent Classification  

We have found discriminating input variables x1, x2, …  

What decision boundary best separates the two classes??

Rectangular cuts?

H1

H0

x1

x2 H1

H0

x1

x2
H1

H0

x1

x2

  How can we decide this in an optimal way ?  Let the machine learn it !

Suppose data sample with two types of events: H0, H1 

Low variance (stable), high bias methods High variance, small bias methods

Optimal analysis uses information from all (or in any case many) of the measured 
quantities → Multivariate Analysis (MVA)

Each event yields a collection of numbers

x1 = number of muons, x2 = pt of jet, ...



Event Classification in High-Energy Physics (HEP)Event Classification in High-Energy Physics (HEP)

Allows to combine several discriminating variables into one final discriminator Rd → R
Better separation than one variable alone Correlations become visible

Available methods:

-Boosted Decision Trees
-Neural Networks
-Likelihood Functions
...

Most HEP analyses require discrimination of signal from background:
Event level (Higgs searches, …) 

Cone level (Tau-vs-jet reconstruction, …)

Track level (particle identification, …)  

Lifetime and flavour tagging (b-tagging, …)

etc.

The multivariate input information used for this has various sources 

Kinematic variables (masses, momenta, decay angles, …) 

Event properties (jet/lepton multiplicity, sum of charges, …)

Event shape (sphericity, Fox-Wolfram moments, …)

Detector response (silicon hits, dE/dx, Cherenkov angle, shower profiles, muon hits, …)

etc.
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Top quark physics
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